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:2010-5-1. Children. you know that a story In a cliff grow a small
lily. Lily just born. grow and weeds near the same. Lily knew that
he was not a weed. it is often a flowering dream. Nearby weeds
are laughing at Lily: This guy obviously is a grass. simply said
that he is a flower. do not do this kind of dream it! But Lily's
heart. there is a pure idea: I am a lily. not a weed. the only way
to prove I'm Lily. is out of the beautiful flowers. With this idea.
Lily efforts to absorb moisture and sunlight. deeply rooted.
straight bulging chest. In a spring morning. lily of the top end of
the first bud. Finally one day. it bloom. lily white and grace. to
become the most beautiful scenery on the cliff. Dear children.
you understand the truth If you want to prove that he is a flower.
only the single-minded. quietly out of flowers! Your excellence. is
our pursuit! Our pursuit of first-class quality....
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I just began looking over this pdf. It is one of the most amazing pdf i have study. I discovered this book from my dad
and i recommended this pdf to understand.
-- Mer r itt K ilba ck II--  Mer r itt K ilba ck II

Good e book and useful one. I have got read and that i am confident that i will likely to go through once more again
later on. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Ang ela  B lick-- Ang ela  B lick
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